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The famous Apple has always be the talk of town due to its innovative gadgets that are launched
every month. But the same story did not repeat itself in the year 2011. All the days are not same for
everyone sometimes you may face victory and some other time you may be a looser. The Apple
Company was caught up in the web of Lawsuits and due to the sudden demise of futurist founder
Steve Jobs who left away in the month of October. The company has gone through the darker as
well as the lighter phase of the life. Some of the victories of Apple are:

1.	ipad 2 â€“ It is the original invention  or tablet of Apple and is very light ,slim moreover very pretty. It
breaks all the records of the sale figures and the company bank account was gaining lots of profits.

2.	iphone 4S â€“ This is a superb gadget and is an advanced version. The sale of iphone 4Swas
completely double than the iphone 4.

3.	Mobile Flash axed â€“ Steve Jobs write a letter on the mobile adaptation of Flash and telling about
the reasons for removing plug from iOS in the year 2010, April. This creates a battle between Apple
and Adobe.

4.	Handheld gaming â€“ Apple is really very confused relating to its achievement in handheld games.
Apple has never created any video games and the market is full of the games of the famous brand
of Sony and Nintendo. Moreover OS X Lion, The promise of Siri, iOS breaks free, iphone 4s deals
rules the world, Verizon iphone and Ongoing tablet dominance are the supreme achievements of
Apple in the year 2011.

Some of the losses of Apple are:

1.	Steve Jobs death â€“ He was a master mind and turned the company into a famous brand in all over
the world. He has a good sense of vision, understands the user the taste in electronics and tries to
develop things to meet up their expectations.

2.	Final Cut Pro X â€“ It high end video software is another low part of apple iphone 4s contract. The
final Cut Pro was seemed to be little bit long and the industry was not ready for what has Apple
replaced it. Also aggressive updates, Clone wars, server meltdowns, icloud wobbles, over sand
boxing are some of the losses.

Click the best offer with best iphone 4s deals @ http://www.appleiphone4sdeals.co.uk/best-iphone-
4s-deals.html
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